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Effects on the structure of monolayer and submonolayer fluid nitrogen
films by the corrugation in the holding potential of nitrogen molecules

F. Y. Hansen
Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, IK 207 DTU, DK-2800, Lyngby, Denmark

~Received 14 November 2000; accepted 30 April 2001!

Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study the effects of the corrugation in the
holding potential of nitrogen molecules on the structure of fluid monolayer and submonolayer films
of the molecules on a solid substrate. Structures of monolayer and submonolayer fluid films of
nitrogen molecules adsorbed on graphite and on a model uncorrugated ‘‘smooth’’ graphite surface
are compared. For films on the ‘‘smooth’’ graphite surface the melting temperature is lowered by 7
K. Contrary to what is found for films on the corrugated surface, the simulations show that there is
a region of liquid–gas coexistence, demonstrating that this is a normal triple point system. A
discrepancy between calculated and experimental melting temperatures of submonolayer films was
traced to the intermolecular potentials. These have been tested by comparing molecular dynamics
simulations of isosteric heats of adsorption in fluid films with experimental measurements. The
establishment of the effects of the corrugation in the holding potential on the structure provides a
basis for the study of the effects on the dynamical excitations in the films. ©2001 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1380372#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past years, there have been several theore
studies1–4 of the physisorption of nitrogen molecules on t
basal planes of graphite. The system has also been stu
extensively by a variety of experimental techniques5 such as
elastic and inelastic neutron scattering, x-ray scattering, c
rimetry, and adsorption isotherms; it may therefore be c
sidered as a ‘‘benchmark’’ case for diatomic molecules p
sisorbed on the basal planes of graphite and is accordi
suitable for detailed theoretical studies. Subsequent exp
ments with electron diffraction6,7 and helium atom8,9 scatter-
ing for nitrogen physisorbed on metal surfaces have sho
similarities with the graphite results and differences in
occurrence of commensurate structures. Most of these s
ies are for solid films of nitrogen, but the recent extensio
of quasielastic neutron10 and helium atom11 scattering ex-
periments may make it possible to obtain data for the dyn
ics of the fluid phases as well.

In another paper12 we present detailed studies and pr
dictions of how the corrugation in the potential influences
dynamic excitations in fluid films of nitrogen includin
translational and rotational diffusive motions and the pos
bilities of observing these by quasielastic neutron scatte
and helium atom scattering. As a basis for such studies
for the validation of the predictions, it is important to esta
lish how our model of the system describes the structure
the system and in particular how the corrugation influen
the structure. That is the purpose of this paper.

A systematic study of the fluid phase also has a broa
interest. The N2/graphite system is an incipient triple-poin
system,13 in which the corrugation of the holding potenti
apparently causes the triple-point temperature to be hig
than the critical temperature of gas–liquid coexisten
Simulations of N2/Ag(111) showed14 that N2 on a smooth
1520021-9606/2001/115(3)/1529/9/$18.00
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surface is a normal triple-point system and this is also
case in the present simulation for ‘‘smooth’’ graphite. T
structure of the fluid is modulated by the corrugation, so t
the ‘‘rings’’ of a diffraction pattern on a smooth surface b
come ‘‘spotty rings’’ of a lattice fluid on the corrugated su
face.

The recent theoretical investigations have primarily be
based on molecular dynamics~MD! and Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations of the monolayer and submonolayer systems
one series of studies,3 the corrugation in the holding potentia
has been analyzed, and it was found that the commonly u
empirical potential15 underestimated the corrugation. Th
agreement with experiments was improved when the as
metric charge distribution in graphite was included in t
interaction model.

Another series of studies,4 have been focused on th
melting transition in monolayer and submonolayer films.
was shown that the melting mechanism in monolayer fil
and submonolayer films is quite different. In the former, t
melting transition is initiated by molecules moving up to t
second layer thereby creating space in the first layer for
translational order to break down, while in submonolay
films vacancies move in from the edge regions of the fil
The activation energies associated with these processe
quite different, hence the large difference in melting te
peratures between monolayer and submonolayer films.

In monolayer films, the melting temperature is main
determined by the average holding potential, and the g
agreement between calculated and experimental me
temperature indicates that the representation of that pa
the potential is fairly good.

In submonolayer films, a rather large discrepancy w
found between calculated and experimental melting temp
ture. The calculations gave a melting temperature of;34 K
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1530 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 3, 15 July 2001 F. Y. Hansen
as compared to the experimental melting temperature of;47
K. Based on our understanding of the submonolayer mel
mechanism, the origin of this discrepancy should be sou
in the lateral part of the holding potential and in the interm
lecular potentials. The former was checked by simulatio
and inelastic neutron scattering measurements as menti
above.3 The intermolecular interactions are in our mod
made up of three contributions:~a! a Lennard-Jones atom
atom contribution;~b! a molecular quadrupole–quadrupo
interaction; and~c! the McLachlan mediation of the inter
atomic interactions due to the polarizability of the electro
in the graphite substrate. The former two interactions
based on models for a nitrogen solid and fluid, and the la
is based on a perturbation treatment by McLachlan.16 The
McLachlan interaction energyEi j

McL between adsorbed atom
i and j is given by

Ei j
McL5

CS1

~Ri j Ri 8 j !
3

3F4

3
2

~r jz1r iz2zlay!2

Ri 8 j
2 2

~r jz2r iz!
2

Ri j
2 G2

CS2

Ri 8 j
6 , ~1!

with CS155.78983104 K Å6 and CS252.9468
3104 K Å6.16 i 8 is the image of atomi in a mirror plane
parallel to the surface and shiftedzlay/2 outwards, where
zlay53.37 Å is the distance between the basal planes
graphite.Ri j and Ri 8 j are the distances between adsorb
atomsi and j and betweeni 8, the image of atomi, andj. r jz

and r iz are thez coordinates of atomsj and i. For atoms at
the same distance from the surface this term weakens
intermolecular interactions. Good agreement with the exp
mental melting point was found, if the McLachlan term w
reduced from being;15% of the intermolecular potential t
only a few percent. An important parameter in the express
for the McLachlan mediation term is the position of the m
ror plane for the image charges in graphite with respec
the physical surface. It has to be changed quite drastic
from the commonly accepted position which is half the d
tance between basal planes outside the physical surface
ternatively, one could imagine that a term in the intermole
lar potential is missing, which could offset the contributio
from the mediation term. Another independent check of
intermolecular potentials is offered by the isosteric heat
adsorption which has been determined experimentally for
fluid phase at 79.3 K,17 and is exploited in this paper.

The interaction model and the isothermal constrain
dynamics algorithm are the same as in our previo
papers.3,18 The submonolayer patches are in the form
stripes as described in Ref. 3. A complete monolayer has
molecules in the simulation cell and the densities are gi
as fractions~e.g., r57/14! of a commensurate monolaye
density r51 for graphite, 0.0636 Å2. In the simulation of
systems at and near monolayer completion, promotion
molecules from the first layer to the second layer and to
3D gas phase becomes important. To ensure equilibra
molecules in the 3D gas phase are reflected elastically w
they reach a distance of 12 Å from the surface. At that d
tance the interactions between molecule and substrate
practical zero. The propagation times for these systems
Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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quite long to ensure a proper equilibration and typically
the range of 1500–2000 ps; other systems are typic
propagated for'800–1000 ps. The organization of the pap
is as follows: In Sec. II the effect of the corrugation in th
holding potential on the structure of the fluid is discuss
including a discussion of the incipient triple point system;
Sec. III, we describe the calculations of the isosteric hea
adsorption and compare the results to the experimenta
sults. Section IV has some concluding remarks.

II. STRUCTURE OF THE FLUID FILMS

A. Incipient triple point system

The melting temperature of submonolayer N2/graphite is
nearly constant over a wide range of intermedia
coverages19 aroundr57/14, wherer51 for a perfect com-
mensurate monolayer. To parallel this, our most detailed
termination of the melting temperature on the model unc
rugated, ‘‘smooth’’ graphite surface is for ther57/14 film.
As in previous work,3 we calculated the intermolecular po
tential energy and the~1,1! structure factor as a function o
temperature and took the melting temperature to be the t
perature at the inflection points of those curves. However
the calculations of the submonolayer on the ‘‘smoot
graphite we could not use the~1,1! structure factor directly,
since the patch rotated slightly on the substrate. On a co
gated surface, the patch is locked in and does not rot
Instead we used the spherical-averaged structure fa
which is unaffected by a slight rotation of the patch on t
surface.

An inflection point is evident at'27 K in Fig. 1~a!,
although it is not as prominent as in the corrugated-surf
simulations. The height of the major~1,1! diffraction peak in
the spherical-averaged structure factor, shown in Fig. 1~b!,
also has an inflection point at'27 K. This value for the
melting temperature of the submonolayer is close to
range 27.5–30 K for the triple-point temperature set14 by
using the criterion of the onset of a van der Waals loop
nearly zero pressure. The melting temperature is 7 K low
than the 34 K calculated with the same molecular inter
tions~denoted X1M! on the corrugated graphite surface. Th
is consistent with the submonolayer mechanism of melti
where vacancies move into the patch from the edge regi
so the melting point is determined by the lateral interactio
in the film. At all submonolayer coverages considered he
the melting point dropped by 7 K with a model uncorrugat
graphite surface compared to the ordinary graphite surfa

The agreement between the melting temperature on
‘‘smooth’’ surface forr57/14 and the triple-point tempera
ture determined14 for a homogeneous cell of 224 molecule
shows that finite-size effects are still small for the 11
molecular computational cell. However the 22 K meltin
temperature forr53/14 on the smooth surface, with 48 mo
ecules in the cell, is distinctly lower and shows finite-si
effects.

Based on Landau free energy calculations,13 it has been
suggested that the nitrogen–graphite system is a so-ca
incipient triple point system, where the triple point tempe
ture has been shifted upwards thanks to the corrugation,
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1531J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 3, 15 July 2001 Structure of N2 films on a solid substrate
is higher than the critical temperature. The effect of the c
rugation is simply to extend the temperature region of
solid phase. When the film finally melts, a fluid phase
formed, where the molecules are distributed over the av
able surface rather than forming a dense self-bound liq
phase in equilibrium with a 2D gas phase. This proposit
has been tested in the simulations.

In Fig. 2~a! is seen a 200 ps trajectory plot for ther50.5
monolayer system on a model uncorrugated graphite sur
at 30 K, just 3 K above the melting temperature and 4
below the melting temperature on a corrugated surface.
center-of-mass positions of the nitrogen molecules have b
plotted every 4.5 ps and the positions have been conne
by straight lines. The lines do therefore not represent t
trajectories. In a normal triple point system, we should
the patch being disordered but holding together with a f
trajectories extending into the 2D gas phase. The fig
clearly shows that the patch holds together and that i
disordered. For comparison we have shown in Fig. 2~b! the
results for a film on a corrugated surface at 35 K, just 1
above the melting point. Here we see that the molecules

FIG. 1. Determination of the melting temperature for ther57/14 film on a
model uncorrugated graphite surface.~a! The intermolecular potential en
ergy per molecule as function of temperature.~b! The intensity of the major
~1,1! peak in the spherical averaged structure factor.
Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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spread out over the entire surface contrary to what was s
for the smooth surface system. The obvious large fluctuati
in the density indicate that we are close to the critical po
Already at 40 K, the fluctuations are much less pronounc
Another striking example of a self-bound liquid state
shown in the trajectory plot Fig. 3~a! for average coverage
r53/14 on the ‘‘smooth’’ graphite surface at 25 K, 3
above its melting point. In Fig. 3~b! is shown the trajectory
plot for the same system on a corrugated surface at 30 K,
above the melting temperature, and it is seen that the p
breaks up. The fluctuations are so pronounced here that t
even are solid like regions in the patch.

We have constructed trajectory plots forr53/14, 7/14,
and 10/14 on the smooth surface at 30, 35, and 40 K. Fo
three densities, the trajectories indicate a self-bound liq
state at 30 K and uniform gas at 40 K, while 35 K is a
intermediate case with complex clustering. On this basis,
estimate the critical temperature for gas–liquid coexiste
is near 35 K.20

Another diagnostics we have used is a calculation of
pair distribution functiong(r ). In the simulation the averag
number of moleculesn(r ) at a distancer from a molecule is
monitored. The data are binned into bins of widthdr . The
relation betweenn(r ) andg(r ) is given by

n~r !52prg~r !r0dr , ~2!

wherer0 is the average density, that is the number of m
ecules in the simulation box divided by its area. Clearly,
the molecules form a dense liquid patch, with only a fe
molecules in the 2D gas phase, then ther0 normalization
will only be ' half the density in the liquid phase for
system withr50.5. On this basis we should expect that t
limiting value of g(r ) at large distances will approach th
value of 2 rather than the usual value of 1. In practice, ho
ever, edge effects obscure that picture. Asr is increased,
there will be molecules in fewer and fewer directions arou
a given molecule. In most directions there will be emp
space from the free area between patches in they-direction.
So one should expect ag(r ) function which will be larger at
intermediate distances due to the effectively higher densit
the liquid phase, but then becomes smaller as more and m
free space will be included in the calculation resulting in
limiting value which eventually may be smaller than
These features may be seen in Fig. 4~a!, where we have
plotted theg(r ) function at different temperatures out to 2
Å for the r57/14 system on a smooth surface. The d
seems indeed to be significantly larger at 30 K than at
other temperatures above the critical point. This supports
conclusion that it is a normal triple point system, when t
corrugation in the holding potential is eliminated. As a co
parison, we have shown the results for the corrugated sur
in Fig. 4~b!, where the effect of the normalization is small
as expected since the fluid phase fills the entire simula
box.

Based on the discussion above, the pair distribut
function is not a good diagnostics for distinguishing betwe
a fluid system and a two phase liquid/2D gas system.
higher coverages, the difference in density also becom
smaller such that it is impossible to distinguish between
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Trajectory plots of ther50.5 film on a model
uncorrugated graphite surface and a corrugated grap
surface. The dots forming a hexagonal pattern show
carbon atom positions in the graphite.~a! Model uncor-
rugated graphite surface at 30 K, 3 K above the melting
temperature.~b! Corrugated graphite surface at 35 K
just 1 K above the melting temperature.
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two types of phases; on the other hand, trajectory plots
very useful at smaller coverages as demonstrated in Fig.~a!.

In summary, systems at low coverages should be use
test whether the system is a normal triple point system o
incipient triple point system. In our simulations we ha
found evidence for the prediction that the N2/graphite system
indeed is an incipient triple point system caused by the c
rugation in the holding potential, and when the corrugation
removed, it becomes a normal triple point system.

B. 2D structure factor of the fluid films

In order to make connection to possible experimen
observations of the fluid film surface, we have determin
the 2D structure factor of the fluid films at various coverag
as a function of the temperature. The structure factor is p
portional to the intensity in a scattering experiment and giv
by the expression,
Downloaded 19 Feb 2010 to 192.38.67.112. Redistribution subject to AIP
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exp~ iq•Rj a!U2L , ~3!

whereRj a is the position vector of atoma in the jth mol-
ecule andq is the wave vector; the average is taken ove
200 ps time sequence. This is an idealized version of a LE
pattern of an adlayer on a single crystal surface. The tra
lational order of a crystal is manifested as a spot pattern
the intensity while the fluid has a series of rings. Three
amples ofS(q) for ther510/14 average coverage are show
in Fig. 5. In ~a! for the corrugated surface at 35 K, there a
intense spots at the locations of the six 1.70 Å21 reciprocal
lattice vectors of the commensurate solid, only sligh
smeared in the azimuthal angle, and a weak ring of intens
There also are four intense N2 spots at'~62.6,61.5! Å21,
which are positions of the 2.95 Å21 graphite reciprocal lat-
tice vectors. The combination of a ring and a spot patt
shows the strong influence of the corrugation21 on the struc-
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Trajectory plots of ther53/14 film on a model
uncorrugated graphite surface and a corrugated grap
surface. The dots forming a hexagonal pattern show
carbon atom positions in the graphite.~a! Model uncor-
rugated graphite surface at 25 K, 3 K above the melting
temperature.~b! Corrugated graphite surface at 35 K,
K above the melting temperature.
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ture of the fluid, and this state merits the descriptionlattice
fluid. At 40 K, the six inner spots are strongly smeared in
azimuthal angle, but there is still significant intensity at t
four outer spots. In~b! for 65 K, the pattern is primarily a
ring with scarcely any modulation visible but weak spo
remain at the positions of the graphite reciprocal lattice v
tors. In fact the ring pattern in~b! is very similar to that
shown in~c! for the same average coverage on the smo
surface at 30 K~3 K above its melting temperature!.

The patterns are similar forr57/14, where again som
modulation is evident for the corrugated-substrate case a
K above the melting temperature. The radius of the first r
in the S(q) pattern depends only weakly on the density,
expected for a pair correlation function with a neare
neighbor peak determined mainly by the length scale of
intermolecular potential, rather than by the average den
With an uncertainty of60.05 Å21 set by the grids of the
computation, the first ring on the smooth surface forr57/14
occurs atq>1.50 Å21 and forr510/14 atq.1.55 Å21.
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In summary, we have found that the effect of the cor
gation on the structure of the fluid persists up to a tempe
ture of about 60 K, that is 30 K above the melting point
twice the barrier height of 30 K~Ref. 18! in the corrugation
of the holding potential.

III. ISOSTERIC HEAT OF ADSORPTION

There still are not conclusive tests of the interacti
models for N2/graphite. The calculated melting temperatu
of the submonolayer commensurate solid is3 very sensitive to
the inclusion or omission of the McLachlan approximation16

to the substrate-mediated interaction. The McLachlan te
contributes approximately 15% of the lateral cohesive
ergy, and when it is included in the model the melting te
perature is 34 K rather than the observed 47 K. Thus we s
measures of the cohesive energy of the monolayer accu
to better than 10%. This is known to be a challenging task
the most direct measures available for the monolayer co
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1534 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 3, 15 July 2001 F. Y. Hansen
sive energy are based on determining the 2D heat of su
mation by helium atom scattering8,9 and the values are rarel
given to better than 15%.

The measurements of Piperet al.17 of the heat of adsorp
tion of N2 on Grafoil at 79.3 K as a function of coverag
provide a basis for checking the intermolecular potent
used in the simulations. They have reported both the isos
heat of adsorption and integral heat of adsorption as a fu
tion of coverage in the range of 0.02–1.3 monolayers.

The molar isosteric heat of adsorption,qst, may like
heats of vaporization be determined from vapor press
measurements by a Claussius–Clapeyron-type equation

qst52RS ] ln p

]
1

T
D

Q

, ~4!

wherep is the vapor pressure in the 3D gas,T is the tem-
perature, and the coverageQ is the 2D number densityn
measured in units of a commensurate N2/graphite monolayer:
Q5n/0.0636 Å22. By some standard thermodynamical m
nipulations one may derive an alternative expression forqst,
which is more convenient in a simulation,

FIG. 4. The pair distribution functionsg(r ) for the r50.5 fluid film at
different temperatures. The function is normalized to the overall aver
density.~a! On a model uncorrugated graphite surface.~b! On a corrugated
graphite surface.
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qst5hg2S ]~nu!

]n D
T

~5!

using the molar internal energyu of the adsorbed molecule
and the molar enthalpyhg of the coexisting 3D gas. They
may be written as

u5ukin1upot,
~6!

hg5ukin1pV5ukin1RT,

where we have split the internal energyu into a kinetic,ukin ,
and potential energy,upot, part and assumed the gas phase
be ideal. In the classical approximation the kinetic energ
per mole are equal in the 3D gas and the adsorbed phas
that qst is given simply in terms of the potential energy
function of coverage,

qst5ukin1RT2S ]~n~ukin1upot!!

]n D
~7!

5RT2S ]~nupot!

]n D
T

5RT2S ]~Qupot!

]Q D
T

.

That is, the isosteric heat of adsorption per molecule may
found from the molecular potential energy, when it has be
determined as a function of coverage at the relevant temp
ture. The slope of the isosteric heat is given in terms of
2D isothermal bulk modulusBT by

]qst

]n U
T

52
1

n2 FBT2T
]BT

]T U
n
G . ~8!

This form exhibits the relation of the slope to the monolay
equation of state and demonstrates that different features
probed at high and low coverage. The negative slope at h
coverage indicates the slope is dominated by theBT term,
while the positive slope at low coverage is set by the~usual
case! positive temperature derivative of the second virial c
efficient.

The experimental data are reproduced in Fig. 6. T
large values ofqst at the lowest coverages are attributed
some heterogeneity in the energy of the adsorption site
the Grafoil.17 One set of data shows a sharp feature n
monolayer completion, a signature of the transition from
two-dimensional fluid state to a registeredA33A3 two-
dimensional solid phase. Above monolayer completion b
sets of data approach the ordinary heat of vaporization
N2. The nearly linear part in the intermediate range of co
erages reflects the intermolecular interactions in the syst
Extrapolation of the isosteric heat of adsorption to zero c
erage gives the adsorption energy of a single molecule. T
extrapolation is somewhat uncertain due to the heterogen
at small coverages. The authors extrapolate to a value
1250 K at zero coverage; this seems to be based on a tan
to the curve at a coverage of'0.18 which still seems to be in
a range where the heterogeneity affects the curve. The s
of the tangent at this coverage is'199 K. If the extrapola-
tion is based on a tangent to the curve at a coverage
r50.5, then the isosteric heat of adsorption at zero cover
is 1203 K and the slope of the tangent is 379 K. This sho

e
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1535J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 3, 15 July 2001 Structure of N2 films on a solid substrate
that the determination of the slope from the experimen
data is quite uncertain which is unfortunate, since we n
the slope to test the model for the intermolecular inter
tions.

FIG. 5. The 2D structure factor for ther510/14 fluid.~a! Corrugated graph-
ite surface at 35 K.~b! Corrugated surface at 65 K.~c! Model uncorrugated
graphite surface at 30 K.
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FIG. 6. ~a! Plot of the experimental isosteric heat data by Piperet al. ~Ref.
17! as a function of coverage in units of monolayer coverage. The sym
denote two independent series of measurements and the lines are draw
guide for the eye. Note that theQ variable used in the experimental work i
identical to ther variable used in this paper.~b! Plots of calculated configu-
rational potential energy for a molecule and the isosteric heat of adsorp
with the McLachlan term included.~c! Plots of the configurational potentia
energy for a molecule and the isosteric heat of adsorption without
McLachlan term.
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The simulation results are shown in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!.
Both the average molecular potential energyupot and the
isosteric heat of adsorptionqst are shown as functions o
coverage. The simulation data forupot were fitted to a poly-
nomial of the form,

upot5a01a1Q1a13Q
13, ~9!

andqst ~in Kelvin! was then calculated from

qst579.32~a012a1Q114a13Q
13!. ~10!

The coverage-dependentqst has been calculated for mode
with and without the McLachlan term in the intermolecul
potential. The results are very similar to the experimen
data except for the apparent heterogeneity effects at low
erages and the sharp feature associated with monolaye
lidification. The calculatedqst is linear in coverage over a
wide range, which enables a precise determination of
slope22a1 and the intercept 79.32a0 at zero coverage. The
results of the fits to the simulation data are given in Tabl

The entries forqstu0 agree to within 10%. Since th
lateral-average component of the holding potential mode
based on an empirical construction which could be fi
tuned to get even closer agreement, and the monolayer s
lations have not proven to be sensitive to this part, we do
discuss it further. The considerable uncertainty in the exp
mental determination of the slope limits the conclusiven
of tests of the model of the lateral interaction. The slo
fitted at Q50.5 lies between the results for the model w
and without the McLachlan term. In terms of the overall
by Talbot et al.,22 the slope without the McLachlan term
just within the assigned uncertainty while that with t
McLachlan term lies at the two-standard-deviation lim
This comparison and analysis of gas–surface vi
coefficients23 confirm that adsorption-induced modification
of the intermolecular potential indeed should be included i
realistic model of the interaction. In the simulations, t
McLachlan term constitutes about 15% of the total interm
lecular potential energy. Interpolating between the model
tries in Table I suggests that scaling it down by a factor o
would lead to a very good fit of the isosteric heat data. T
also would do much to improve the agreement of the ca
lated melting temperature with experiment for submonola
N2/graphite.

TABLE I. Comparison between experimental and calculated isosteric h
of adsorption for nitrogen molecules adsorbed on the basal plane of gr
ite.

Experiment Simulation

Tangent Tangent With surface No surfac
at Q50.18 atQ50.5 Fita mediation mediationb

qstu0 ~K! 1251 1202 1200625 1145 1145
Slope~K! 199 379 375625 327 394
Position of
maximum Q50.76c Q50.8c

aLinear fit to the data of Piperet al. ~Ref. 17! by Talbotet al. ~Ref. 22!.
bTalbot et al. ~Ref. 22! report values 1195 K and 390 K for a very simila
model.

cNote that theQ variable in the table is the same asr variable in this paper.
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The position of the maximum in the experimental da
and in the simulations agree rather well according to Tabl
and the simulations have shown that molecules are be
promoted to a second layer or the 3D gas phase at this m
mum. This phenomenon has been investigated in long si
lations. Molecules at a distance of 0–6 Å from the surfa

ts
h-

FIG. 7. Distribution of molecules over the first layer, the second layer,
the 3D gas phase in a simulation of ther513/14 film. The total number of
molecules in the simulation is 208.~a! The number of molecules in the firs
layer on the substrate.~b! The number of molecules in the second layer.~c!
The number of molecules in the 3D gas phase.
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are defined to be in the first layer, molecules at a dista
between 6 and 8 Å in the second layer and molecules ab
8 Å in the 3D gas phase. In order to establish equilibriu
between adsorbed molecules and molecules in the 3D
phase, all molecules are reflected elastically at a ceiling 1
above the surface and sent back towards the surface. At
distance the interaction between molecule and substra
practically zero. An example of the distribution of molecul
between the three regions is shown in Fig. 7 for ar513/14
~r50.928! monolayer film. At monolayer completion ther
are 224 molecules so at this coverage there will be 208 m
ecules. In the figures we have shown the time variation of
populations over a 200 ps time span after the system
been equilibrated for'2000 ps; both a running average a
an accumulated average of the number of molecules
shown. The former emphasizes the fluctuations in the po
lations and the latter indicates the degree of equilibratio
Equilibrium seems to be reasonably well established as
accumulated averages seem to level out to a horizo
curve. The data forr513/14 at 79.3 K show that'203 mol-
ecules~97.6%! are in the first layer,'5 molecules~2.4%! in
the second layer and'0.5 molecules~0.2%! in the 3D gas
phase. Forr51 at 79.3 K with 224 molecules, the simulatio
has '95% of the molecules in the first layer, 4.9% in th
second layer and 0.5% in the 3D gas phase.

In general, a good agreement is found between exp
mental and calculated isosteric heats of adsorption. The
of adsorption at zero coverage differs only by a few perce
In order to match the slope in the experimental data a
density r50.5 with our simulations, it seems necessary
reduce the magnitude of the McLachlan term consistent w
our conclusions from the melting transition simulations.

IV. CONCLUSION

The comparison between calculated and measured
teric heats of adsorption in fluid films of nitrogen molecul
on graphite at 79.3 K has shown that the McLachlan med
tion of the intermolecular potential should be included in
model of the interactions; its magnitude, however, may h
been overestimated in the present model. This supports
studies of the melting transitions in submonolayer film
where it was shown that the McLachlan term should be
duced from its current 15% of the intermolecular energy
'3%–4%. At least part of that reduction may be achieved
an adjustment of the position of the mirror plane for elect
mirror charges in the graphite substrate. Alternatively, th
are missing a term in our potential model for the system t
may offset the McLachlan term like when we discovere3

that it was important to include the effect of the asymme
charge distribution in graphite in the interaction model
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obtain a better representation of the corrugation in the ho
ing potential. At this point we are unable to decide betwe
the two possibilities.

The corrugation in the holding potential induces som
hexagonal structure in the fluid, not seen in films on a mo
uncorrugated graphite surface, at temperatures as high a
K, '30 K above the melting point and about twice the heig
of the potential barrier in the corrugation.

It has been demonstrated that this model of the sys
has the feature that it is transformed from being an incipi
triple point system to a normal triple point system, when t
corrugation in the holding potential is removed.
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